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A B S T R A C T

Fires on ships spread rapidly and are difficult to control. Both passengers and some ship crew maybe unfamiliar
with real fire situations. Mismanagement or a delayed preliminary response can yield fatal damage to a ship,
including the loss of lives. Despite all ships being built in accordance with to fire safety rules and regulations,
ship fire accidents still occur. Currently, computational simulation tools are used to predict and mitigate fire
propagation during the ship design process. Dynamic fire simulations can assist better appreciation of heat and
smoke tendencies and behavior based on cause, location and environmental conditions. Moreover, ship
designers can apply fire control options, such as fume-tight doors, sprinklers, water mist while giving due
consideration for improved survivability. However, fires have no reproducibility, and many types of equipment
and facilities cannot be considered in such simulations. In addition, applying the simulation is sometimes
difficult because the design process is typically limited by budget and time constraints. Numerous fire scenarios
are required for accurate simulations. Vague and varying simulation requirements can confuse ship designers.
Consistently decreasing design freedom and major design revision requirements can cause projects to fail.
Therefore, a framework for using computational fire simulations during the early phases of ship design was
explored in this study. This work is focused on how to arrange fire control options with minimal changes of
existing design procedures.

1. Introduction

Every ship is equipped with appropriate fire fighting and evacuation
equipment and facilities that follow the International Maritime
Organization (IMO) safety of life at sea (SOLAS) requirements and
rules for classification. Although every ship is equipped with various
fire fighting systems as per these requirements, ship fires continue to
occur. A ship fire can spread rapidly and is difficult to extinguish due to
complicated internal structure, short line-of-sight, dark interior, rapid
heat transfer via the steel structure and toxic smoke. To improve
survivability in the event of a fire/smoke incident, modern vessels are
equipped with an effective incident management system with dynamic
kill-cards and a smart vision system. (Shafie-pour et al., 2012).
Nevertheless, once a fire occurs, the preliminary countermeasures are
important to ensure that enough time is available to prevent the fire
from spreading and allow egress (Hakkarainen et al., 2009). Fig. 1
shows examples of ship fire accidents.

When considering fires in a ship design, dispersion of heat and
smoke should be considered first; then, structural collapse and equip-
ment and functional failures can examined. Ships that lack a modern

damage control system (DCS) incorporating effective fire/smoke detec-
tion and an incident management system (IMS) (Reza Shafie-pour and
Sajdak, 2015) and insufficient onboard fire fighting equipment, are
vulnerable to fires. Therefore, appropriate ship design for fire safety is
important. Moreover, repetitive onboard fire fighting and abandon ship
drills linked to fire safety management during a ship's life cycle are also
important (Kang et al., 2013; McDonald et al., 2002). A large number
of ship fire data are required for safe ship design via computational
simulations and experimental combustion tests. However, every ship
design is limited by both budget and time. In addition, fire simulation
and experimental test data are difficult to obtain during the early
phases of ship design. A ship design project may fail if the simulation or
test results require major design changes in the later phases of ship
design. The arrangement of rooms, corridors, doors and other openings
is important for ensuring escape routes and preventing a fire from
spreading, as it is important to consider all required sensors for
survivability improvement under fire/smoke incidents. Appropriate
extinguisher specifications, numbers and nozzles arrangements should
be determined before issuing a purchase order request (POR) for
equipment and facilities. A practical framework for computational fire
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simulations, based on the limited available data in the early phases of
ship design is required to prevent major design changes during later
design phases.

2. Ship design process and computational fire simulation

Generally, ship designs follow the design spiral portrayed in
Fig. 2(a). Moreover, design freedom decreases with increasing (see
Fig. 2(b)). Because major design changes in later design phases are not
allowable, fire safety issues should be considered during early design
phases, which typically lack sufficient design data, and are then
gradually solidified as the design process moves forward.

Although every ship follows empirical fire safety rules and regula-
tions, there are still rooms to enhance fire safety within existing rules
and regulations. Model based fire safety design is one example. Dracos
Vassalos (2009) suggested the fire risk model outlined below:
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where

f i( ): frequency of fire ignition event in space i;
Pi Ef( ): fire escalation from its origin; and
E N[ ]: loss of human life injuries/fatalities.

In an extended study, for the risk modeling, many improved
features were proposed by Papanikolaou (2009), Guedes and Teixeira
(2001), Wang (2002), Konovessis and Vassalos (2008) and Vanem and
Ellis (2010). However, risk modeling for fire safety is still unfamiliar
and a challenge for ship designers. The lack of historical data
complicates the use of such risk models. Expert opinions in related
fields sometime conflict with the results of these models. Though an
appropriate risk modeling process is essential for safe ship design, in

other to enhance fire safety in the early design phase, a practical and
easier method is required for the stakeholders of ship design. In
addition the high cost to model real ship fires or scaled mock-up tests
suggests that computational fire simulations should be used during
ship design. Since fires have no reproducibility, and computational
simulations cannot reflect every inflammable material within a real
ship. Therefore, the spread of smoke and heat in computational
simulations is not quantitative; instead, the simulations suggest time
related smoke and heat dispersion tendencies in certain arrangement
of zones, corridors, doors, hatches, sprinklers, water mist and so on.
For consideration of fire safety during ship design, the IMO established
the IMO MSC Circulation 1002 “Alternative design and arrangements
process” in 2001 (IMO, 2001), which is adoptable for alternative
designs and arrangements. The fire safety engineering processes
(FSEs) from ISO TC 92/SC 4/WG 10 N55Rev4, which are shown in
Fig. 3, should also be considered (Hietaniemi et al., 2007).

3. Computational fire simulation framework for ship design

Significant specific ship design data are needed to design a ship
following alternative design and arrangements or FSE design pro-
cesses. However, little data are available during the early phases of ship
design. Moreover, existing ship design processes for shipyards are
difficult to change because hundreds of stakeholders are involved.
Budget and time limitations should also be considered. As a ship design
becomes concretized along the ship design spiral, a phased acquisition
of ship design data for fire safety design measures is needed.

During the conceptual design phase, area classification and fire
modeling are applicable. During the preliminary basic design phase,
numerous alternative arrangements are generated. The rate at which
heat and smoke dispersion, and fire fighting accessibility and egress for
each compartment, including doors and other openings, can be
compared. Equipment and facilities are arranged during the basic
design phase. To mitigate fires, fire extinguisher specifications, num-
bers and nozzles, and nozzle arrangements are determined. During this

Fig. 1. Ship fire examples (www.cruiselawnews.com and www.fortunes-de-mer.com).

Fig. 2. Example of (a) design spiral and (b) design freedom (Clifford et al., 2000; Verhagena et al., 2012).
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